Hi everybody!
Grand Casino Viage is tempting us again with a WPT NATIONAL in March 2014. The festival will take place from
March 5th to 10th including a 1500€ Main Event, side events and a High Roller tourney.

I am planing to play a
–
–

set of 3 satellites for the Main Event during February at Viage:

The MONDAY SATS and WEDNESDAY SATS are weekly opportunity to win a Main Event seat in a 120€
Rebuy. I am planing to play 2 of those.
In addition, I would like to play the 220€ FREEZOUT SUPERSAT on March 5th just before the Main Event
begins.

My plan is to play the REBUY SATS just as TAG as possible and I don't really consider rebuying if I bust before the
Add-On as a single rebuy is no use in such tournaments. Those double rebuys have had a bad effect on my bankroll in
the past and I prefer to wait for the next satellite for another chance if I bust in one. I might rebuy with a single Buy-In
if I am eliminated very early in the tournament. If I make it to the Add-On break, I will take the Add-On, always.
I have decided to invest 660€ to try to qualify for the Main Event (3 x 220€) and I am selling some action to whoever
thinks it's time for me to win a WPT title :)

10 packages of 5% are for grabs for the price of 30€.
(1% of my satellites is worth 6,6€. I'm selling mine for 6€.)
If I qualify, you can chose what to do:

A) I pay you for your participation and thank you for the support. You walk away with 70€ and I keep
5€ for the drinks I had to order to stay focused ;)
You will have no shares in the Main Event and I will be free to sell your shares to anyone.

B) You stick to me and we turn those 30€ into hundreds or thousands! For every % of my satellites worth 6,6€
that you bought for 6€, will have secured you a share of 1% of my 1500€ Main Event worth 15€. You will be in for a
share of 5% of my WPT Main Event for 30€ instead of 75€.
Get in touch if you have more questions. Paiments will have to be made before I play the first satellite for the shares to
be allocated to a person. I think February
Wednesday February 5th .
Let me know what you think,
Damian
THE-ROUNDERdotnet
www-the-rounder.net

5th is a good deadline. I might play the first satellite on

